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(NAPSA)—According to a recent
survey, Americans could be doing
much more to prevent heart disease.

In fact, American adults may
be overly optimistic about their
risk of heart disease and too often
give themselves an inflated report
card for their current prevention
efforts.

A Harris Interactive®  survey of
more than 2,000 adults revealed that
while most people were aware of the
dangers of unhealthy lifestyles and
diets and that most believe they are
trying to change their ways, other
objective measures of Americans’
actual behaviors do not confirm their
personal assesment. 

For example, only 59 percent of
those surveyed believed that cardiovas-
cular disease was the number one
killer. Most people reported that they
were taking steps to reduce their total
cardiovascular risks, but there is evi-
dence that the majority of the popula-
tion is not.

“Despite repeated efforts made
by physicians and public health
officials to educate Americans
about cardiovascular disease, obe-
sity, and other risk factors, the
majority still do not believe that
they are at risk for developing
heart disease,” said past president
of the American Heart Association,
Robert Bonow, M.D. “As physi-
cians, we must redouble our
efforts to communicate to our
patients the personal risks associ-
ated with the nation’s number one
health threat.”

Many surveyed adults say they
are at little or no risk of suffering
a heart attack, stroke or diabetes
in the next five years and are not
at all concerned about cardiovas-
cular conditions.

• Only one-third (32 percent)
of adults expressed concerns about
angina/coronary heart disease/heart
attack.

• One-fifth (19 percent) of
adults said that they were at no
risk at all of suffering a heart
attack in the next five years.

• An estimated one-half of
people over age 20 have high
blood cholesterol, however only 31
percent of those surveyed had
been told they had high choles-
terol by a healthcare provider and
only 30 percent of adults
expressed any concern about it.

• Also, one-quarter (26 per-
cent) of adults believe that thin
people are healthier than over-
weight people. 

Survey findings indicated that
more than half (54 percent) of all
adults think that cancer, not heart
disease, is the leading cause of death
among cigarette smokers. In addi-
tion, only half of adults and half (53
percent) of all women are aware that
one in 10 women aged 45-64 has
some form of heart disease. 

A substantial percent of those
surveyed are ignoring “heart-
healthy” behaviors—even among
populations with three out of
three risk factors (hypertension,
high cholesterol and family his-
tory of heart disease or stroke).
For example, 35 percent of Ameri-
cans, including 23 percent of those
with three risk factors, do not try
to avoid fatty foods.

More information can be found
in the most recent issue of The
Pfizer Journal® entitled “Heart
Disease: An All-Out Attack on
Risk,” which can be read online at
www.thepfizerjournal.com.

The Pfizer Journal presents
facts, opinions and commentary from
thought leaders on issues concerning
health and the future of medical care.
It helps readers gain a deeper under-
standing of issues related to existing
medical treatments, tomorrow’s ther-
apies and behavior and environmen-
tal issues that influence our health
and well-being.

The publication is available
online at www.thepfizerjournal.com.

Survey Shows Americans Are Not Taking Heart Disease Risk To Heart

American adults may be giving themselves better marks than they
deserve when it comes to doing all they can to prevent heart disease.

(NAPSA)—People spend bil-
lions of dollars each year on dyes,
shampoos and styling products in
an attempt to get the kind of hair
they weren’t born with—and the
science community is listening
seriously.

Now, using genetic research,
hair care technology is going
where dyes and shampoos have
never gone before to improve hair
health and appearance.

Recently, scientists, research-
ers, and hair care clinicians from
all over the world gathered at the
Oxford Hair Foundation (OHF)
conference in London to report on
breakthrough discoveries that
could mean the end of bad hair
days forever.

“Our hair characteristics are
genetically pre-determined,” said
Procter & Gamble Beauty scientist
Lauren Thaman Hodges. “Under-
standing genetics and biology and
the role DNA plays in dictating the
color, condition and health of hair
gives us a powerful tool to further
explore the science of altering our
physical appearance.”

Detailing breakthroughs in
hair biology, leading global hair
researchers discussed how genetic
research is radically changing
hair care technology. 

No more gray days
What if you could go blonde for

a day or stop the gray perma-
nently without using dyes? These
options are increasingly rooted in
reality. As a person ages, individ-
ual hairs turn gray or white when
their cells stop producing natural
color. Current research is working
to identify the biological “on/off”
switch so graying can be stopped
or even reversed.

Although this is successful in
lab experiments, consumers will
have to wait for products like these
until scientists determine how to
consistently pinpoint only hair cells
to safely restore pigmentation. 

New discoveries bring back
healthy hair and color

No matter what we do, hair
seems to lose its color and shine
over the years, and P&G Beauty
scientists think they know why—
and how to reverse the trend. They
have discovered “EDDS,” a mole-
cule dubbed the “copper blocker.”
Tap water contains copper, which
over time can leave hair dry and

brittle. EDDS, which helps prevent
copper damage, is being used in
some of the company’s hair care
products to enhance color and con-
dition by limiting the damage
caused by copper. 

Scientists have also identified a
method of replacing three essen-
tial amino acids in the hair that
are lost through everyday wear
and tear. Amino acids are the
building blocks of protein, from
which hair is created. “A real
advancement would be a daily
shampoo that replenishes those
lost amino acids,” says Dr. John
Gray, an OHF board director.

Genes shed light on
flaky problem

Dandruff affects at least 45
percent of the world’s population
at some time in their lives and is
the most widespread condition
apart from the common cold.
Fungi have been the suspected
cause for more than 100 years,
but no one was able to pinpoint
the specific triggers for dandruff.
Recently, P&G scientists changed
that, identifying the exact micro-
organism that causes dandruff by
tracking its genetic code. 

Discovering the species respon-
sible for dandruff has opened the
doors for genetic studies of other
fungal diseases that may be fatal
to those with suppressed immune
systems. The research and tech-
niques used may also lead to find-
ing magic bullet cures for other
fungal disorders.

As Chris Gummer, a P&G sci-
entist explains, these better tech-
nologies can give people more
than just healthier hair. “It will
give people freedom of choice over
their hair.”

For more information, visit
www.oxfordhairfoundation.org.

New Genetic Research:
Technologies That Help Your Hair

(NAPSA)—When studying his-
tory, did you learn that John
Quincy Adams loved to skinny-dip
in the Potomac, that George W.
Bush made a huge profit selling
stock from a company that quickly
bottomed out or that Jimmy Carter
reported a UFO sighting in
Georgia? If not, you may want to
do some required reading to get
yourself ready for the coming 2004
elections. Learning more about
the strengths and past foibles of
the country’s most powerful men
may help put this year’s candi-
dates in a different perspective. A
new book, the Secret Lives of the
U.S. Presidents (Quirk Books,
$16.95) by Cormac O’Brien, fea-
tures outrageous and uncensored
profiles of the men who lived in
the White House. From George
Washington to George W. Bush,
this book tackles the tough ques-
tions other history books are
afraid to ask. Are there tunnels
under the White House? How
many presidential daughters have
posed for Playboy? Which presi-
dent was too big to fit in a bath-
tub? The book can be purchased
at Amazon.com.

Best-selling author Christiane

Heggan plunges her readers into
the threatening world of  the
Russian mob in her new sus-
pense novel, Scent of A Killer
(MIRA Books, $6.50). New York
photographer Jenna Meyerson is
reveling in the afterglow of the
first major exhibit of her work
when her ex-husband, Adam
Lear, appears just as the gallery
is closing. Jenna’s surprise turns
to concern when Adam reveals
the real reason for his visit. The
ex-New York D.A.,  now lead
counsel for a major technology
firm, suspects that his company’s
chief competitor is engaging in
acts of  fraud—and he thinks
Jenna has the photographs to
prove it.

***
The best way to keep children at home is to make the home atmos-
phere pleasant—and let the air out of the tires.

—Dorothy Parker
***

***
When you have confidence, you
can have a lot of fun. And when
you have fun, you can do amaz-
ing things.

—Joe Namath
***

***
A flash of wit, like a flash of
lightning, can only be remem-
bered, it cannot be reproduced.

—Mary Clemmer Hudson
***

***
Every instant of time is a pin-
prick of eternity. All things are
petty, easily changed, vanish-
ing away.

—Marcus Aurelius
***

***
You can take no credit for beauty at 16. But if you are beautiful
at 60, it will be your soul’s own doing.

—Marie Stopes
***




